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You can trust Technical Glass Products to deliver quality
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groundbreaking glazing, and its clear ultraHD®Technology, will
change how you look at fire-rated projects. It’s UL classified &
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The Future
of Fire-Rated
Glazing
By Jeff Razwick
President of Technical Glass Products

C

all it the result of
increasingly stringent
building safety and
security standards. Call it the fruit
of industry innovation. Whatever
you choose to call it, demand for
fire-rated glass is at an all-time
high and rising.
The global fire-resistant glass
market is expected to “register
a Compound Annual Growth Rate of 13 percent from
2016 to 2022,” according to the latest Research and
Markets report. In the aggressive push to meet this
demand, fire-rated glazing products have become
more sophisticated to align with today’s increasingly
complex building designs.
Fire-rated glass is available in larger sizes, has
improved energy-efficiency capabilities and more
advanced security options. It is increasingly installed on
the exterior and in curtain wall applications requiring
the monolithic look of structural silicone glazing.
While this spike in product development is propelling
fire and life safety design into a new era of innovation,
it is not without challenges. Building teams now have
numerous product lines with similar attributes at
their disposal; however, each has slight variations in
function, application, code-approved fire ratings and
more that are critical to get right for occupant safety.
Given the prominent role fire-rated glass plays in the
safety and design of today’s buildings, it is imperative
the glazing industry steps in to help make architects’
specification job easier. Whether we manufacture,
supply or sell glass products, it’s important our
offerings are credibly tested, free of hidden limitations
and perform as expected to support them in developing
well-performing, safe and attractive buildings. It’s
also crucial to become a trusted resource with accurate
product knowledge to help solve project-specific
challenges.
As Steve Jobs once said, “Design is not just what it
looks and feels like. Design is how it works.” By staying
on top of current product offerings and codes, we can
support fire and life safety design that delivers on this
●
statement. 
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From Products to Performance
What You Need to Know About
Fire-Rated Glass and Framing

Safety Glazing
Classifications
CPSC 16 CFR 1201 (Category II):
Meets 400 feet pounds pressure
requirement.
CPSC 16 CFR 1201 (Category I):
Meets 150 feet pounds pressure
requirement; permitted up to
1,296 square inches.
ANSI Z97.1 (traditional wired
glass only): 100 feet pounds
pressure requirement; permitted
up to 1,296 square inches.

F

ire-rated glazing products are not
your typical building materials.
They serve a unique purpose,
as they are required by building codes
in certain applications. For decades,
traditional wired glass was the only
product option that could pass a
fire test. While its wires were often
misinterpreted as adding a level of
security, the reality is they were only
there to hold the glass in place during
a fire. The material was actually a lowimpact product, and the wires could
cause significant injury when broken.
Additionally, it wasn’t necessarily an
aesthetically-pleasing product, making
its use limited in terms of design and

ONE SOURCE.
MANY SOLUTIONS.

TGP offers a variety of fire-rated glass & framing products.

visibility. As new wireless products for
fire-rated applications were developed,
and as building codes changed to
eliminate the use of traditional wired
glass in certain applications, the industry
now has many options for designing firerated applications that offer both safety
and aesthetics.

What is Fire-Rated Glass?
Fire-rated glass is specially designed to
prevent the spread of flames and smoke,
and depending on product makeup, the
transfer of radiant and conductive heat.
The product’s rating, from 20
minutes to three hours, is determined
through rigorous testing (see Passing

GLASS
FireLite®
FireLite Plus®
FireLite® NT
FireLite® IGU
Pilkington Pyrostop®
WireLite®
WireLite® NT
Fireglass®20

FIREFRAMES®

Take a closer look at fireglass.com
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Aluminum Series
Designer Series
Heat Barrier Series
TimberLine™ Series
ClearView™ System
Hardwood Series
Curtainwall Series
SG Curtainwall® Series
ClearFloor® System
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Fire-resistive glass preserves
a building’s open layout
by providing transparent
compartmentation around
the central staircase.

the Test sidebar, page 4) conducted
at independent laboratories such as
Underwriters Laboratories, Inc.®
(UL). The rating reflects the amount
of time the material has been tested
to remain in place to help stop the
spread of fire and smoke. This is called
“compartmentation.”
The introduction of glass ceramic
products for fire-rated applications in
the 1980s took compartmentation
to the next level, creating many new
opportunities and uses. These wireless
products look similar to ordinary
window glass, providing great design
flexibility. As with wired glass, fire-rated
glass ceramics can withstand the thermal
shock of water from sprinklers or fire
hoses. Where impact safety is required,
they are available with up to Category
II impact-safety ratings (CPSC 16CFR
1201) (See safety glazing sidebar). This
is the highest standard impact-safety
rating available, and indicates the glass
can safely withstand an impact similar to
that of a full-grown, fast-moving adult.
Some other important fire-rated
glass ceramic considerations include:
Technical Glass Products

• The products can be cut and
handled like regular float glass;
allowing local availability
and processing from certified
distributors;
• The products can be insulated when
necessary, providing daily thermal
efficiency as well as fire-rated
performance;
• While ordinary glass breaks at 250
degrees F, glass ceramic maintains
its stability where temperatures may
exceed 1,600 degrees F;
• Fire-rated glass ceramic passes fire and
hose stream tests without wires; and
• These products look like typical float
glass; and can be used in much larger
sizes than traditional wired glass.

Code Changes
While the use of traditional
wired glass is still allowed in certain
applications, building codes have
evolved to limit the allowable use.
For example, the 2003 International
Building Code (IBC) restricted the use
of traditional wired glass in hazardous
locations in schools, athletic facilities

and daycares. In 2006, the IBC
extended the restriction to all building
types. “Hazardous” locations include
doors, sidelites, transoms, windows near
the floor, and other areas at risk for
impact. Per the code, glazing in these
locations must also pass impact safety
testing, which measures the ability of
the glass to withstand impact. Ratings
are given in levels based on the amount
of force the glass can withstand.

Fire-Rated Framing
In addition to the glass, a fire-rated
glazing system also requires special
framing. The frame’s rating must
equal that of the glass.
Hollow metal steel frames are
most common, but there are also
alternatives such as modern steel
fire-rated frames that provide a
higher level of performance or
aesthetic. Many of these products are
representative of traditional storefront
and entrance systems. They feature
narrow sightlines and can support
continued on page 4
Fire-Rated Glazing
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Products to Performance
continued from page 3
increased glass lite sizes. They can
be installed into finished openings
and offer narrow stile and concealed
hardware options.

Protective vs. Resistive

CONFUSED?
Selecting the right
fire-rated glass and
framing just got easier.
Our helpful online
SpeciFIRE® specification
tool simplifies your product
selection process.
• Answer our simple
project questions
• See product
recommendations
based on your needs
• Review product
information
• Get connected with a
TGP sales person

Check it out at

fireglass.com/specifire

4

Fire-rated glass and frames can be
described as either fire-protective or
fire-resistive. While fire-protective
products stop flames and smoke,
they are not a barrier to radiant and
conductive heat. The material class
includes offerings, such as traditional
wired glass, glass ceramic, hollow metal
steel frames, etc. These applications
typically may not exceed 25 percent of
the aggregate length of the wall and
may not exceed 120 square feet per
opening. In addition, products with
fire-ratings over 20 minutes must pass
the required hose stream test.
Fire-resistive products, including
both glass and frames, are designed to
stop flames, smoke and radiant and
conductive heat transfer. These are
tested to fire resistance standards for
wall construction and therefore classified
as a wall rather than an opening (i.e.,
window). Both the glass and frames
must block the passage of radiant heat.
Fire-resistive framing is rated up
to 120 minutes and is required as an
assembly, meaning both glass and
framing. It’s not only fire-rated, but
is also hose-stream tested, a barrier
to heat and positive pressure tested.
Several framing options are available
including filled profile systems,
aluminum-clad systems, butt-glazed
systems, and various curtain wall
systems, such as structural glazing,
among others.
In addition, fire-rated products can
be used in exterior applications, as
well as glass flooring, among other
specialty applications. Due to these
systems being tested to the same fire
test standards as wall construction,
they are not limited to the total area
or individual opening size limitations
of fire-protective assemblies. 
◆ To learn more about fire-rated
glazing products and applications visit
www.fireglass.com.

Code-Compliant
Ceramic
Glass ceramic products
can meet safety code
requirements when they are
filmed or laminated to meet
impact safety requirements.
With filmed glass, a fire-rated
film is applied to one side of
the fire-rated glass ceramic.
These products can meet both
Category I and II requirements.
With laminated glass, two or
more pieces of ceramic glass
are sandwiched together with
a fire-rated interlayer. These
products can also meet both
Category I and II requirements.
Impact-rated ceramics, which
are rated up to three hours, are
both clear and wireless. They
are also available in large sizes
at the same ratings as wired
glass and offer high impact
safety.

Passing the Test
Various levels of testing
are required to ensure the
fire-rated glazing product’s
level of performance. The fire
test measures the amount of
time, in minutes or hours, that
materials or assemblies can
withstand fire exposure in a
test furnace without shattering
or allowing flames on the nonfire side of the assembly.
In addition, the hose-stream
test is required for products
rated 45 minutes and up.
In this test, heated glass
and frames are subjected to
water from a fire hose. This
evaluates the impact, erosion,
and cooling effects of water
and eliminates inadequate
materials or constructions
that may fail under similar
conditions.
●
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Spotlight On:

Fire-Rated Glazing Projects and Installations

F

ire-rated glass and glazing
products can be used in a variety of
applications—and not just in lifesafety applications. These products have
evolved so they now allow architects and
designers to create bright, open, attractive
spaces that also meet code requirements.
Here’s a look at two recent projects that use
fire-rated glazing in innovative settings.

Christopher Newport University Student Success Center
Newport News, Virginia
When you step inside the
Christopher Newport University
(CNU) Student Success Center in
Newport News, Va., it’s nearly
impossible to miss the stunning glass
floor system overhead. Its circular shape
draws the eye upward to the building’s
distinctive dome, while transparent
glass panels allow light to stream to
the lower levels, adding depth and
dimension to the optical environment.
The eye-catching glass floor system
is more than just an architectural
statement. It also acts as a codeapproved fire barrier and viewing portal
in a highly visible, design-sensitive area.
For Glavé & Holmes Architecture, the
center’s design firm, this duality was
crucial to the project’s success.
The firm’s original design called for
clear sightlines from the main landing
on the second floor to the oculus 110
feet above. However, the code-driven
fire-exhaust system required in the
atrium proved this cost prohibitive.
Thinking beyond traditional building
methods, the firm decided on glass
flooring, which would preserve the
university’s key project goals of bringing
light down to the building’s lower level
and maintaining views to the dome. It
would also provide the added benefit of
maximizing usable walking space.
Stringent fire and life safety criteria
required the use of a fire-resistant
floor system to protect against the
6

spread of deadly flames, smoke and
heat during a fire. Glavé & Holmes
Architecture selected a 15-foot
diameter fire-rated glass floor system
developed by Technical Glass Products
(TGP). Walker & Laberge Co. Inc.
served as the contract glazier. The
Fireframes ClearFloor® fire-rated glass
flooring system consists of Pilkington
Pyrostop® heat barrier glass; a
tempered, laminated walking surface
glass; and a steel framing grid. It is
fire-rated for two hours and provides
a barrier to flames and smoke, as well
as radiant and conductive heat. In case
of fire, this innovative configuration
ensures the glass floor system’s surface
remains cool enough for individuals to
walk across for the duration of its twohour fire rating.
In the CNU Student Success Center,
the Fireframes ClearFloor System is set

in a circle to accentuate the building’s
crowning dome. It features an outer
and inner ring with 12 glass sections,
and a solid inner “doughnut” that
directs the eye through the fourth
floor to the defining visual feature.
The flooring is designed to emulate
a mullioned window, aesthetically
fusing the university’s classical and
contemporary design themes.
In addition to enabling views to the
dome, the floor system supports loads
up to 150 psf (732 kg/m2), ensuring
suitability for high-traffic pedestrian
levels in the popular student center.
Its textured, top-surface glass provides
students and faculty with the necessary
traction to walk across its surface
without slipping. It also incorporates
switchable privacy glass on the walkable
surface, taking it from translucent to
opaque by flipping an electric switch.

Fire-Rated Glazingwww.fireglass.com
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DIRECTOR’S
CUT

Watch informative
videos about our
cutting-edge,
high-performance
products.

Grant Thornton Tower
Chicago, Illinois

When Grant Thornton LLP moved its
U.S. headquarters to the former Chicago
Title & Trust Center in 2015, “its lease
was saddled with a very dark, almost
unusable area on their most important
floor,” says Ken Novak, NCIDQ,
associate, Stantec Architecture.
The second floor of the now-named
Grant Thornton Tower in Chicago’s
Loop would be the “town square” for
the world’s sixth largest accounting
firm. But the space had no access to
daylight. Stantec’s design vision was
to open up a gypsum-covered, fireresistive wall to allow in copious light,
as well as provide visibility to the
lobby below and out to the Thompson
Center and City Hall across the street.
Novak says introducing daylight was
a challenge due to code requirements
for separation of the lobby from the
tenant space. The architects chose to
use the Fireframes® Curtainwall Series
frames and Pilkington Pyrostop® fireresistive-rated glass from TGP.
Glass Concepts LLC, the contract
glazier, has worked with the TGP
products in several other Chicago-area
projects. “The system provided the fire
rating needed with an all-glass look,”
says Sean McEneaney, president.
Technical Glass Products

The project team replaced an 84foot long drywall partition with
approximately 821 square feet of
two-hour fire-resistive curtainwall
frames and glass. By changing an
opaque wall into a clear one, the result
is a welcoming, light-filled space
that is “very popular and one of the
showstoppers in the building,” says
Novak. “The TGP system allows design
ideas, such as ours, to become reality.”
In addition to the fire-rated system’s
look and performance, Novak says
that working with TGP helped
streamline the project in several
ways. First, because the system has
been used in other Chicago projects,
“that goes a long way to getting City
Hall to sign off.” Second, one of the
challenges with converting the drywall
partition to glazing was the need to
accomplish the work 20 feet above an
active office building lobby.
“By working with Leopardo (general
contractor), Glass Concepts and TGP,
we came up with an innovative solution
to install the system backwards, so
all of the work could be done on the
second floor instead of working in lifts
for months and months on overtime at
●
great expense,” adds Novak.

fireglass.com/videos
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5 Dos & Don’ts

Fire-Rated Glass & Framing Specification Checklist

P

eople rely on building, design
and construction experts to
conduct due diligence and
create safe, code-compliant living
and working spaces. Specifying and
installing proper fire-rated glazing
products is an important part of this
process. While there is no simple fire
and life safety formula, the following
fire-rated glass and framing dos and
don’ts are designed to help guide
proper selection and installation.

DO:

1. Know what type of defense
the application requires.
The most critical step in the
specification process is ensuring the
specified fire-rated glazing product
provides the proper defense against the
spread of fire. There are two material
classes—fire-protective glazing and
fire-resistive glazing.
Fire-protective glazing safeguards
against the spread of flames and smoke.
It includes materials such as traditional
wired glass, specially tempered
glass and more advanced wireless
glass ceramics. Fire-resistive glazing
provides further protection by serving
as a barrier to radiant and conductive
heat transfer. It meets more stringent
test requirements, including ASTM
E-119 and UL 263, the fire resistance
standards for walls. To achieve this
level of performance, such products
often use multiple layers of glass with
special fire-resistant interlayers.
2. Check the required fire rating.
It is essential to check the required
fire rating since code standards vary
by occupancy and location in the
building. Fire ratings for glass and
frames range from 20 minutes to three
hours, and are shown on the product’s
label. The given number corresponds
with testing in accordance with
national fire test standards.
To ensure a product’s fire rating
matches building codes, reference
8

requirements for fire-rated glass
in Chapter 7 of the International
Building Code (IBC). The 2012 code
edition includes updated language to
clarify confusion around the required
performance levels for fire-protective
and fire-resistive glazing.
3. Ensure the glass has passed
all tests.
To receive a fire rating and listing
for use, glass must pass the fire test, as
well as the hose stream test for products
with greater than 20-minute ratings.
Additional tests for fire-rated glass
are available (i.e., impact resistance,
hurricane resistance, etc.) depending
on the specific application in which the
product will be used. Fire-rated glazing
in compliance with the IBC carries
marks that indicate its conformance with
these tests, and whether it is suitable for
use in doors, openings or walls.
4. Verify fire-rated glass provides
impact resistance in hazardous
locations.
As of the 2006 IBC, fire-rated glazing
in hazardous locations must also pass
an impact safety test. This includes all
fire-rated glass in doors. It also typically
applies to fire-rated glazing adjacent to
or near the door, including sidelites or
glass located near the floor.
Since not all products provide both
fire and impact safety protection, it
is important to verify the selected
offering meets either CPSC 16CFR
(Category I) or CPSC 16CFR 1201
(Category II) impact classifications, as
determined by the application. Today,
numerous products meet this criteria
and also have the capability to provide
supplemental security protection, such
as bullet and hurricane resistance.
5. Make recommendations.
The last decade has given rise to a
plethora of new fire-rated glass and
framing materials. The clarity, size and
optical quality of fire-rated glazing

has improved dramatically,
and architects now have a
wide range of versatile firerated framing options at their
disposal. Unfortunately, not
all design professionals are
aware of these advances.
If a spec calls for more
traditional materials such as
hollow-metal steel frames
or wired fire-rated glass,
don’t be afraid to make
recommendations. The design
team may not be aware they
can select large, wireless
fire-rated glazing in slender,
steel fire-rated frames or that
advanced options such as buttglazed and silicone-glazed fire-rated
framing systems even exist. Offering
alternative solutions is a great way to
become a valued resource.

DON’T:

1. Approach this material as you
do ordinary glass and framing.
It’s easy to assume fire-rated
glazing is like other glazing products,
especially as new offerings more
closely resemble the aesthetics of
nonrated products. The reality is
fire-rated glass and framing are still
specialty materials. They require more
care and forethought, as well as proper
handling and storage. For example,
fire-rated glass is heavier and its edges
may be sensitive to damage. It’s
important to use experienced crews
working with these high-performing
materials and communicate closely
with the manufacturer or supplier.
This will ensure the product ultimately
performs as the designer expects.
2. Assume fire-rated glazing
meets all code requirements.
Although the design team is
responsible for the initial product
selection, it’s still crucial to take time
to evaluate whether the product
provides the appropriate level of

Fire-Rated Glazingwww.fireglass.com
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GLAZIER
TOOLS?
CHECK.

Use these helpful
online tools to make
your job easier.
Product
Comparison
Tool
Product
Selector Tool
(SpeciFIRE®)

Fire-resistive glass and frames work together to provide essential life
safety in a library.

protection and meets all required fire
tests, as previously stated in the “dos
section.” For example, this includes
verifying that products with a rating
greater than 20 minutes have passed
the hose stream test, and are not a
directional product that only provides
fire protection from a single side.
3. Use fire-rated framing with
conflicting ratings.
Today’s sophisticated fire-rated glass
and framing products have made it
possible for design teams to tailor firerated glazing assemblies to specific
project goals. In order for these custom
solutions to maintain compliance with
the IBC, it is important to ensure all
assembly components have the same
or greater ratings than the required
code minimums for the opening. This
includes the frame, glass, seals and
other components.
4. Make your product selection
based on price alone.
Price is an important factor in
any building project. However, it is
paramount not to let cost dictate product
selection when the fire and life safety of
Technical Glass Products

others is at stake. Properly prepared firerated glazing specs account for numerous
life safety demands required by code,
and the stakes for misapplication are
high. Using the lowest cost option
or substituting an “equal or better”
product can leave the door open for
costly accidents, injuries or repairs down
the road. Alternatively, it is possible
that a substitute fire-rated glazing
could provide “equal or better” fire
performance, yet not meet the designer’s
aesthetic and daylighting criteria.
5. Be afraid to pick up the phone.
The rapid growth in the firerated glazing industry often leads to
questions about use and installation.
Don’t be afraid to communicate early
and often with manufacturers and
suppliers. They can provide insight
about the product, recommendations
and even assist with technical support
and custom solutions. There is no need
to rush through the process. Taking
the time upfront to understand the ins
and outs of today’s fire-rated glazing
products will ultimately lead to correct
specification, use and installation—all
●
of which prevent project delays.

Fire-Rated
FAQ
IBC Label
Guide
Project
Gallery
Try them at

fireglass.com
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Focus On:

New Developments
in Fire-Rated Glazing
For more information on any of these TGP products, as well as the
company’s other fire-rated framing and glass products, visit www.fireglass.com
or call 800/426-0279.

Seamless, Colorless Transitions

The Details: Fireframes
SG Curtainwall Series
✓ Available with up to
120-minute fire ratings
for unrestricted glazing in
locations where the total
glazing area exceeds 25
percent of the wall;
✓ Silicone-sealed for
a smooth monolithic
appearance, no pressure
plates or cover caps;
✓ Durable narrow steel and
stainless steel profiles
ensure a low maintenance
system;
✓ Captured option available
(perimeter, 2-sided,
or other design-based
configurations);
✓ Air- and water-pressure
tested and approved for
exterior use;
✓ Fabricated in the U.S.; and
✓ Classified and labeled with
Underwriters Laboratories.

The Details: Fireframes
ClearView System
✓ Fire-rated for up to 60 minutes;
✓ Passes the required hose
stream test;
✓ Protects against radiant and
conductive heat transfer per
ASTM E-119;
✓ Impact safety rated, meeting
CPSC 16CFR1201 (Cat. II);
✓ Classified and labeled by
Underwriters Laboratories Inc.;
and
✓ Approved for use in interior
applications.

To enhance architectural design
possibilities, TGP’s butt-glazed, firerated framing system eliminates the
need for colored internal spacers or
vertical mullions between adjoining
pieces of glass. With a narrow 5-mm
vertical butt joint and available
in nearly 10-foot heights, the Fireframes ClearView™ System allows design
professionals to create extensive interior fire-rated glazed walls with nearly
colorless transitions between glass panels, for greater vision and transparency
through hallways in commercial buildings.
The Fireframes ClearView System features butt-glazed Pilkington
Pyrostop®, a low-iron fire-rated and impact safety-rated glass, with a heatresistive perimeter frame. Pilkington Pyrostop comprises layers of Pilkington
Optiwhite™ nearly colorless, wireless, low-iron float glass and clear intumescent
interlayers (multi-laminate, not a sensitive polymer gel). The perimeter of each
butt-glazed elevation is held in place by the designer’s choice of TGP’s narrow
profile Fireframes® fire-rated frames or L-angle steel from local steel fabricators.
10

Bring the beautiful look of wood
frames to interior glazing applications
with the Fireframes TimberLine™
Series, designed for stringent fire and
life safety performance criteria. The
innovative system pairs a high-strength
steel sub-frame with a real-wood
veneered metal cover cap. The result is
slender fire-rated frames that capture
the rich, warmth of wood, enable tall
spans and serve as a barrier to radiant
and conductive heat transfer.
The Fireframes TimberLine
Series incorporates Pilkington
Pyrostop® fire-rated glass to allow for
unrestricted glazing in locations where
the total glazing area exceeds 25
percent of the wall. This allows design
teams to create interior storefronts
and extensive fire-rated glazed walls
with clean sightlines and a true timber
aesthetic. The frames are available in
multiple wood species, including white
maple, cherry, fir and oak.

Fire-Rated Glazingwww.fireglass.com

Avoid the Interruptions

The Fireframes SG Curtainwall®
Series allows design professionals to
create large, fire-rated glazed walls with
the smooth, monolithic appearance of
a structural silicone glazed system. The
patented, fire-rated toggle retention
system features an uninterrupted surface
appearance that provides up to 120
minutes of fire resistance for interior and
exterior applications.
The Fireframes SG Curtainwall Series
is fabricated in the United States, and
consists of Pilkington Pyrostop® fireresistive-rated glass attached to narrow,
steel, fire-rated frames with a toggle
retention system. The assembly is
silicone sealed and requires no pressure
plates or caps. Once installed, the toggle
retention system becomes completely
hidden, providing a sleek, frame-free
exterior surface. On the backside of the
system, steel fire-rated frames provide
high strength and clean sightlines.
To expand fire-rated design freedom,
the Fireframes SG Curtainwall Series is
also available with captured perimeter
options. Design professionals can specify
the system with a captured perimeter, a
captured perimeter with either vertical
or horizontal connections captured, and
design specific configurations to meet
project needs.

The Details: Fireframes
TimberLine Series

We’re Yelling Timber
Technical Glass Products

✓ Available with fire-resistanceratings up to 120 minutes for
interior applications;
✓ Protects against radiant and
conductive heat transfer per
ASTM E-119;
✓ Real wood finish veneered
metal cover caps;
✓ Multiple species available,
including white maple, cherry,
fir and oak (other species also
available – check with TGP);
✓ Incorporates large individual
panes of Pilkington Pyrostop
glass, composed of low-iron
Pilkington OptiWhite™ glass;
✓ Fabricated in the U.S.; and
✓ Classified and labeled with
Underwriters Laboratories.  ●
Fire-Rated Glazing11

Know the Codes

Understanding Fire-Rated Glazing
Requirements Ensure Project Success

W

hen it comes to fire-rated
glazing, knowing and
understanding what the
building codes require is critical. The
codes are changing constantly, so it
can be tough to keep up with the
requirements. Thom Zaremba, Partner
at Roetzel & Andress, is a building
codes expert who has represented the
fire-rated glass industry for many years
before various code bodies. Here, he
answers some of the most common
fire-rated glazing questions to help
keep you in the know.
Q: What are the main codes
architects and specifiers should
be aware of in terms of fire-rated
glazing products?
A: The primary codes they need to
pay special attention to are:
• The International Building Code (IBC);
• The International Fire Code (IFC);
• The International Existing Building
Code; and
• The National Fire Protection
Association’s Life Safety Code,
NFPA 101.
Architects and specifiers should
also pay special attention to several
standards that address the use of firerated glazings, namely:
• ASTM E119, which tests a product’s
ability to qualify as a fire-resistance
rated construction material;
• NFPA 80 which governs the
installation and maintenance of fire
doors and fire windows; and
• NFPA 252 and NFPA 257, which
govern the testing of fire doors and
fire windows, respectively.
For fire-rated glazing installed in
“hazardous locations” such as doors
and sidelites where it might be
contacted by people or objects, it’s
also crucial to consider impact safety
ratings under ANSI Z97.1 and CPSC
16CFR1201 (Cat. I and II).
12

available to fill openings in walls
requiring a fire-resistance rating.
This is because, in the event of a fire,
smaller openings naturally limit the
amount of heat that will pass through
the wall. However, if the architect
wants a large expanse of visibility, a
fire-resistance rated glazing usually
can eliminate any limitation imposed
on the size of the openings. Fireresistance rated glazing not only stops
flame and smoke, it also blocks heat
and can be used instead of an opaque
fire-resistance rated wall.
Thom Zaremba

Q: How are fire-rated codes
different compared to other
building codes?
A: Requirements in the IBC
concerning the use of fire-rated
glazing materials are like any other
provisions in this code. They apply
to the construction of new buildings
and compliance is required before an
occupancy permit will be issued. The
requirements of the IFC and NFPA
101, the Life Safety Code, are different
in that their provisions can apply
retroactively, to ensure the safety of
existing buildings.
Q: Are there any common
misconceptions or
misunderstandings surrounding
the codes architects often have?
A: It’s difficult to generalize
since architects typically are very
knowledgeable concerning the proper
uses of fire-rated glazings. However,
they should pay special attention to
the differences between fire-protection
rated glazings and fire-resistance rated
glazings. For example, when smaller
openings are acceptable, a selection
of fire-protection rated glazings is

Q: Fire-rated glazing products
commonly are used in interior
egress applications. As complex
design demands and property
setbacks lead architects to use
fire-rated glazing in other areas,
including the exterior, what
codes should they be aware of?
A: Buildings must be constructed
with vertical exits that allow occupants
to reach the ground safely from their
highest floors in the event of a fire. Their
exterior walls must not only be energy
efficient, but must also be constructed
to withstand windloads and to prevent
fire from spreading horizontally to
nearby buildings. In addition, large
glass expanses are highly desirable, both
inside and outside the building, not only
to provide natural daylighting, but for
occupant views. As a result, architects
must consider a number of codes when
designing a building. For exterior walls,
they must first consider the Building
and Fire Codes before selecting a firerated glazing that will not only prevent
horizontal fire spread, but can also
withstand potentially high wind loads.
Second, they must consider the Energy
Code to ensure that the glazings they
select are both energy-efficient and
designed to meet applicable daylighting
requirements. When designing interior
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walls, both the Building and Fire Codes
must be considered to ensure that,
in the event of fire, all horizontal and
vertical exitways are constructed using
fire-rated glazing capable of providing
all building occupants with a safe and
fireproof passageway to the outside of
the building.
Q: Building codes change
constantly. What are some
current issues related to firerated glass to be aware of?
A: Alternate or substitute means
and methods of both design and
construction often are offered to
architects and specifiers as a means
to comply with ever-changing

building, fire and energy codes.
However, substitutes intended to
replace “the real thing” can often carry
unwarranted, unreasonable or, in some
cases, hidden risks. Architects and
specifiers must be particularly aware of
hidden risks when asked to use a firesuppression—or sprinkler—system
in combination with tempered glass
as a substitute for a fire-resistance
rated glazing. While tempered glass
is perfectly safe when properly used,
it can pose hidden risks when used in
fire-rated applications. First, tempered
glass is extremely sensitive to high
levels of thermal stress, or uneven
heating or cooling. This alone should
disqualify tempered glass from being

used in any application that requires
a fire-resistance rating. Second, these
“substitute” systems offer no quality
control or assurance concerning how
the glass is installed. Even slight
installation damage to the edge of a
tempered glass lite can significantly
increase the risk of spontaneous
breakage. This should disqualify
tempered glass/sprinkler substitute
systems from being used in any fireresistance rated exit necessary to safely
evacuate building occupants in a fire.
In short, the architectural community
should be extremely wary of anything
but the real thing, namely, the use of a
listed and labeled fire-protection rated
●
or fire-resistance rated glazing.

CODE READ

UNDERSTANDING IBC LABEL REQUIREMENTS
Over the years, there have been significant changes to the building
codes. Visit our website to:
• Decode fire-rated glass labels for windows, doors and walls
• Define key terms
• Review sample labels
Crack the code at:

fireglass.com/IBC
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CRAFTSMANSHIP
COMES STANDARD.

Fireframes® from Technical Glass Products will ignite your next project.
Use this innovative fire-rated framing in a variety of applications, from
doors and windows to silicone glazed curtain walls. Integrate the narrow
profiles with Pilkington Pyrostop® glass for impact resistance and a 2-hour
fire-rating. See the difference quality can make at fireglass.com/fireframes

fireglass.com | 800.426.0279

